A note on the evaluation of fluctuation experiments.
Fluctuation analysis has emerged as a valuable tool for the measurement of mutation rates in single-cell populations. In this paper, we show how to make fuller use of the information supplied by the outcome of a fluctuation experiment. We shall extend Lea and Coulson's theory of the Luria-Delbrück distribution so that it accounts for residual mutation, reduced plating efficiency of mutants, and phenotypic lag, and establish a unifying method for the evaluation of fluctuation experiments in these cases and discuss its limitations. It will be proved that not all factors that might influence the distribution of mutant colonies in a fluctuation experiment can, in effect, be determined simultaneously. Nevertheless, it will be shown that the fluctuation-analytic approach to the measurement of mutation rates may retain its value in comparison with (or may even be superior to) alternative methods. Finally, we give some numerical examples to illustrate our results.